
Report: How to be creative during lockdown 

Women Development Cell, MBIT and IEEE MBIT Women in Engineering Affinity 

Group organized a webinar on “How to be creative during lockdown” for 

women’s. No. of registration are 178 in this webinar. The webinar was 

successfully conducted by one of the distinguished personality Mrs. Kalpana 

Amin. Mrs. Kalpana Amin is the owner of Flo Art gallery, Vallabh Vidhyanagar. 

Also she has been a recipient of various entrepreneurship awards and a proud 

member and 1st woman president of Rotary Club Anand Round Town. Before the 

session our respected Principal Prof. Dr. Archana Nanoty Mam spoke a few lines 

about the positivity we should maintain in the lockdown. Mrs. Kalpana Amin very 

beautifully conveyed the message about importance of being creative in life. 

Amid this crucial time of pandemic, it was the necessity for all of us to stay 

positive, self-motivated and be creative. Mrs. Amin very expressively gave us such 

different ideas of being creative like cooking - it's the most beautiful thing a 

woman can do, and women love it too. Gardening - she said watering plants in 

itself is joyful as well as peaceful.  One of the most important thing one can do is 

meditation, it surrounds a person with positivity and make the surrounding more 

peaceful. Painting- it's form of an art which wonderfully describes a message or 

thinking. Stitching - she suggested one should learn Stitching and start to make 

their own little things for example a mask particularly for this time. She shared a 

very lovely story of herself about how did she started Stitching which surely 

motivated participants. She also shared her experience and gave lessons about 

being confident. Confidence is a key which leads us to heights of success. A lot of 

women asked that how motivate children to be creative and productive? She 

gave such different ideas that would keep children active and happy. One of the 

student asked how to be self motivated and how to manage being creative as a 

student as students also have to keep their academic section balanced. She very 

well said that it's totally easy to balance both the things in lockdown as we have 

full day and prioritize the activities accordingly. She told us how to plan activities 

for each new day. It was reall an amazing as well as informative webinar one 

could ever experience. All the participants learnt something and all were very 

happy thankful. Participants are hoping for more such webinars. 



Date:- 5th May 2020 

Time :- 5:00 IST  

Some of the glimpse of webinar are attached below : 

 

 



 

 


